
CHAPTER 9 

Choosing a Fulvia or Flavia 
The examination and the road test 

If you have already made up your mind and decided to buy and 
run a I~ulviaor Flavia, in principle, I would say - vcry good. They 
will give you every bit of pleasure you would expect. given the fact 
thai you know how to appreci:ue the various qualities of Lancia 
front-wheel-drive machines in general. BUllhey all seem to be the 
same, and although this is more or It!ss true for the advantages. 
there are disadvantages of various kinds for every model 0 1' 

v:lrian!. These concern bodywork qualities as well as engineering 
virtues. Let us start as logically as possible, by considering 
together the va rious aspects for both Flavia and Fulvia. 

t;lIgilU'S:Thc key 10 311 good ·running Fulvia and Flavia engines 
is the oil pressure. which reneclS S0 much about the state OfIhc 
machine. The instruct ion book for all Fu!vias and Fla"ias says 
that with a warm engine at ~Omph in lOp gear, the oil pressure 
gauge needle should poil11 to thc middleofitsdial. or preferably 10 
the right of that. The mark '35' means 3.5kg cm2 (50psi) 
pressu re, a usual calibration on h alian pressu re gauges. $0 when 
you try OU I an example, run the engine for several miles to warm 
the oil, since cold Fulvia and FI :lVia engines can have apparently 
excellent pressure readings of 5 to 6kg cm1 (70 to R5psi). only to 
sag dramat ically after a few miles. Never be worried about low 
pressure at idling speed: it can indicate zero or slightly above with 
no problem. Also check if the water·cooling thermostat is 
working. The older cars have tWO of them, one. fo r the water 
ci rculation and one to activate the radiator shutlers, and the lan er 
can stick if" not lubricated rel!:u larly. Thesl'" rad iator thermostat s 
arc not a problem to obtain . but replacing them can be quite a 
complicated job, the fixing nU l sometimes being jammed solid to 
thc radiator tank. Later Havia lind Fulvia first series models only 
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have Ihe circulation thermostat. while all cars from the second 
series arc fitt ed with a thermostatically operalcd electric fan. T he 
FI:l\'ia 2000 and later 2000 models have a very complicated and 
henceexpensi\'ccircu lation thermostat rind these do not have the 
longest service life. On Fulviits. always chel;K the chain-drivcn 
water pump for leaks. 

Good oil pressu re, by the way. docs not totally re11ect the 
condition oflhe bearings. An easy trick to invest igate is to run the 
engine at steady spl;cd between 2.500 and 3.UOOrpm, then case 
the thrOIlit' slightly and pUI the pedal down agai n very gent ly. 

If at the moment of tr l:msition between acceleration and 
deceleration. you hear s li ~dH rattling, the lead-bronzt! bearing 
shells shou ld be replilced. It is advisablc 10 seck the assistance or 
an experienced Lancia man when discussing Ihis fau lt , since this 
'rattling' is not very audible. Replilcing lhe conrod bea ring shells 
is usually n(\\ a big problem for Ihose who have worked on this 
section of an enginc before. On Flavias you simply remove the 
intake manifold and lhe top cover or the cran kcase. while for the 
Fulvia you only need to remove the sump. Especially on Flavia 
models you can aisodetcci worn bearing shells by listening to the 
engine after it has been startcd and revved up to 2,500rpm; just 
before oil pressure has built up, <I slight knocking provides tht! 
indic::nion of worn shells. One final him: the later electrical oil 
pressure gauges arc not always accu rate, the needle mov ing 
nervously :Iround the ' 35' mark. In such a case. eheck for accurale 
coni act of the wires first and if you decide to replace the pressu re 
switch on the block. always replacc it with one of the sa me type 
and make as Ihe pressure gauge. This means, for example. th:n a 
Jaeger switch should ~o with a Jaeger gauge. a Veglia switch wi th 



a Veglia gauge and so on. If the pressure remains low (clearly 
under 3.5kg/ cm2 at speed) after all these hints and tips, one can 
think of worn main bearings . Replacing the oil filter frequently is 
a good step, especially if you do not run your engine over long 
distances regularly. Clean oil and clean filters save engine 
bearings and other components. Timing chains can also cause 
problems in various ways. On Flavias and 2000 models, they 
seldom wear Out quickly because they are not extremely long, but 
the chain tensioner system is not the stfongest leature on the 1500 
and 1800 models and , certainly . with a worn chain the risk of it 
jumping a tooth is not to be ignored. Also, remember n('ver to 
push a Flavia backwards in gear, whether intending to adj ust the 
ignition or simply on a hill. when the car can ru n backwards after 
you have released the handbrake while the car is in ge3 r. This 
involves the great risk of the c3mshal'ts jumping their teeth as 
well, with valves hitting pistons and consequent wholesale 
mechanical destruction. Norm al Fulvias don't really have chain 
problems; rev rheengine a bit, then lift the throttle and just before 
the engine drops back to idling you might hear some rattling of the 
chain, ind icating a necessary replacement. But a really worn 
Fulvia can jump as wei! in cases such 3S backfiring. 

Usually these dramas arise after about every 30,000 miles or 
even more, apart from the nervous 1600 HF machines, which can 
eat a chain every 12,000 miles or so, and the inherent delicacy of 
these machines deserves special an emion. Noisy Fla via engines 
might have the valve rocker bridges worn, which can be rectified 
by dismantling them and grinding the two halves to eliminate the 
play between the rocker arms and the bridges. It is not the most 
elegant solution , but it works and is cheap aft er all ... 

If you find water in the oil ofa Flavia don't immediately get 
worried . It is quite possible that the alumin ium casting plugs in the 
cylinder head (hidden behind the valve covers) arc leaking. 
Carburcnor problems for the 2000 models are common. First , 
electronic idhng cUI-ofT valves can disrupt idli ng when they have 
failed , and they seem to bcexpensive. Also. the vacuum valve can 
cause problems on the compound carburctlor, so wit h fuel 
economy in mind , always opt for the larcr twin·chokc 
downdraught carbureltor vcrsions. The Kugelfischer fuel 
injection usually seems indestructablc; the system either works 
perfectly or does nOl, given the righ t maintenance, including the 
important cleaning of filters and lOpping up the oil level in the 

metering pump. If the electron ic system of the I:Her Bosch
injected cars fails , it could be an expensive question of replacing 
the computer. 

Returning to the Fulvia, where all versions tend to run 
smoothly on their twin-choke Solexes. except the 1600 H I", their 
idling is generally rough and they consume a lot of those tiny 
Champion R 6 1 plugs when driven a lot in city {'raffic. It can take 
many miles to clean them alief oiling them in traffic. T he R 6 1 is 
on ly fined tothe Pulvia 1600 HF; aspccial product and difficult to 
obtain . A suiwble replacement is the R 6 (there is an NGK 
equivalent) as fitted to the Honda S 800, but these are of a softer 
grade, running the risk of burning a piston when driving fas!. If a 
Fulvia is leaking oil at the bottom ofthe cylinder block it is timeta 
worry: the gasket between the block and the crankcase might 
have gone, replacement forci ng you to completely dismantle the 
engine. Ifengines - Flavia or Fulvia -are consuming a lot of oil, 
no special reason can be mentioned; it is JUSt a matter of broken 
piston rings or a worn engine in general . 

Trallsmissioll, mspe,/Sioll and brakes: Early ~earboxes on both 
Flavias and Fulvias are so splendid tha! you might easily fa!! in 
love with them. The gear-change is light, not quick, but very 
delicate. Only the second gear synchromesh is weak, but I know of 
many owners not worried about this; because of the 1ighl 
mechanism the double-declutch method makes changes as qu ick 
as with an old Lancia Aprilia which does nOl have synchros at all. 
Clutch judder on the ea rly cars (without diaphragm clu tch) is 
usually caused by the rubber heart of the clutch plate being 
damaged. 
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Synchromesh on second gear in the five-speed versions is weak 
as well, but this can be rather expensive if repair is necessary. If 
gear-changes are sticky in these five-speed boxes, you might 
adopt a difTercnt touch in handling the \ever. Don 't take the knob 
in you r hand to force the lcverfrom one gear to another. but try to 
move it gent ly wit h the palm of your hand and let the lever find it s 
own way, especially from fi rst to second gear and from fifth to 
fourth, and only with warm gearbox oil, since when cold the boxes 
can be very st icky; starting oO'in second gear can sometimes be 
useful. 

With three semi-elliptic leaf springs - two at the back and onc 
mlOsversc\y mounted al the front , linle should be wrong in this 
area , although some things are worth bea ring in mi nd. At the back 
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- and certainly on thc Flavia models - thcy can bend through 
after a long period under heavy loading. The same applies for the 
front . where worn rubbers (between spring cxtremities and the 
upper A-arm) can cause the suspension to sag lower than usual. 
On the very early Flavias they might evcn break, but a Fulvia 
which has been used frequently in sporting events can also suffer 
from this. The front springs can be very noisy as a resuh ofthc 
original grease between the leaves having been used up. Always 
use the special tool if the springs necd to be removed because the 
pre-tension is very high. This pre-tension calls for a trick to check 
whether suspenSIon ball-joints are worn or not. This should be 
tackled with the load off the suspension parts, but this cannot be 
done by simply lifting the car from the ground. Place two axle 
stands under the extremities of the lTansverse spring and free the 
wheels from the ground; only then is all load taken from the 
suspension. A ball-joint that seems to have been in good order can 
be complctely worn if you check it this way. Replacing the joints 
should be carried out in the samc manner. This goes fo r the 
Flavias and Fulvias of all series; in the case of checking wear on 
the lower A-bracket pivot points it is noticeable that later cars 
without lubricating points survive best, since they rarely suffer 
from wear. 

Steering mechanism seldom suffers (but check for leaks on the 
power steering versions), but the idler mechanism can sometimes 
wear, causing play in the system. Front wheel bearings wear 
regularly and you will hear them clearly when road-tesl'ing either 
Fulvia or Flavia models, unless you are really deaf. At 50mph. 
they can sound just horrible. Replacing them with the aid of a 
special Lancia tool is easy; without it, almost impossible. On the 
subject of brakes, it is by far the best to have a car with the later 
Girlings. They are not particularly prone to dust and corrosion aT 
the calipers (although the pads can be sticky when they need 
replacement), their brake boosters never give problems. although 
the handbrake drum mechanism is a problem when it needs 
repairing . The renewing of brake pads is a bit time-consuming, 
yet straight-forward ; always renew the large couer pins acting as 
a lock for the pads. Don't be worried, by the way, if you hear a 
knocking sound on a second series Fulvia ; it is not always the 
engine bearings but often the vacuum valve of the brake booster! 
With Dunlop brakes it is best to be more cautious. since these can 
be very troublesome. The booster can cause leakages of brake 
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fluid into the big vacuum chambef, because the rubbers wear out 
and replacement sets of these rubbers are becoming rare 
nowadays. The wheel calipers look simple, with their four-bah 
fitment . but be warned! - they can corrode internally so badly 
that even renewing the rubber seals is not sufficient and one hasto 
buy new cylinders. which are expensive. The pads can stick in 
their guides as well or pull off from their backplates. Somerimes 
they stick solid so that the cylinders have to be removed JUSt to 
replace the pads. Above all, the brake pipes between thecylinders 
on each caliper can corrode. so in that case you really need the 
split-brake system of Lancia. Furthermore. the brake lines from 
front to rear sometimes pass under the side sills of various models 
and they corrode. {QO. SO it is always wise to check brake lines that 
are hidden away. Try the handbrake ( it never seems to work on 
the Dunlop set-up) and be wary of a car with an irregular spongy 
brake pedal (or a very hard pedal. which can be caused by the 
inoperative brake booster). If you find onewithgood brakes. take 
the time-consuming precaution of cleaning and even greasing 
(the back of the brake pads. orcourse) the various pans, and bleed 
and replace the brake fluid as often as possible, keeping the system 
clean inside as well . On the Girling type of brakes, ne\'er adjust the 
handbrake cablc, but the mechanism inside the drum. Finally, the 
universal joints: if the rubber dust covers are nOi broken , they 
should be satisfactory, these expensive parts seldom giving 
problems. But JUSt 10 be sure try them out by turning the steering 
to the extreme left or right while running the car; in such a tight 
corner you will hear an audible 'clonk' if things are wrong. 

Body-l.OOrk: JUSt one thing before we C",(plain the problems of 
corrosion: not only do Flavias and Fulvias corrode, but so do all 
cars of the 'Fifties and 'Sixties. Compared with the average, 
Fulvias especially are not such badly rusting propositions as is 
sometimes suggested. 

Let us review them, model by model, starting with the early 
Flavias. They possibly are the worst, with rear wings already 
falling ofT soon arter the cars were new. But that was in 1963. so 
you won't find a car like that now. Sills, wheelarch fairings 
(double-skinned) and the box section under the rear bumpers arc 
weak points, as well as frOnt and rear wings and the underside of 
doors. One peculiar detail : while the bodywork can corrode, the 
trim usually does not because it was made of stainless steel. More 
than on the Flavia (8 15) bcrlina. the FJavia coupe and Vignale arc 



prone tocorrosion under the rear bumper, with ariskofthespring 
shackles coming loose. But then you already have a very poor 
example. The front end strucru res of the Flavia 8 15 and Fulvias 
are very strong, but not so the 819 body, alias Milleotto. In the 
extreme top corner under the wings (you can feel them from the 
OUTside, via the engine bay), there arc twO box-sections thaI rot 
away without being noticed owing to the ingress of water which 
cannot find its way out. In this case, a Milleon o is almost beyond 
repair, moreover because usually at the same time the tOp of the 
side sills arc affected. Important note: between the inner wing and 
ou ter wing, just behi nd the from wheels, there arc some thick 
foam rubber strips to keep water away·. But when these rubbers 
get wet. they stay wet, even in the summer, and that explains the 
vertical corrosion ma rks on Flavia from wings. One should 
remove them and have the whok thing well treated with anti
corrosion coatings. A slight increase in road noise is possible if this 
course is taken. 

Fulvias and later 2000 cars are generally much bener than the 
early Flavias, although they have their peculiarities. The plate 
just under the screen on 2000 berlin as can rust badly. It is 
essential to check the mounting points oi"the rear extremities of 
the subframe, just under the lOp of the side sills. If the subframe 
itself docs not suffer from corrosion, the mounting points can and 
repair is difficu lt, but not impossible. Also check t hat the 
subframe front members arc not rotted. 

One peculiar thing not to overlook on a Fulvia is the double
skinned section beneath the pedals and inside in the corners 
around thesil!. There, unnoticed corrosion can occUf.lfthere isto 
be given a prize for the worst of all these cars, then cert ainly it 
should go 10 the Flavia Zagato. The aluminium body on its steel 
frame even causes the cars to 'boil' after they have been driven in 
rain or on salty roads. That is what a Lancia friend once told me; 
his car had been standing in a garage for just a week after such a 
drive and the chemical reaction had already started. So this 
particuJar Flavia SpOrt existed only four years: One advantage of 
aU-alumi niu m Zagatos, and the better light-alloy fu lvias, is that 
you can remove the whole body from the steel frame. If you hear 
cracking noises from beneath the front wings on Fulviacoupeand 
Sport models - especially the powerful 1.6 versions - check the 
spot welds between front body parts and the floorpan under the. 
wings. They might need rewelding as a result of a heavy lifeon bad 

roads. or even rallying. But for the Flavia Span watch out for (I 

cracked screen, indicative of distorted door pOStS and a result of a 
weak construction gelling worse because ot" corrosion. 

Finally, the question remains: which car? Personal opinions 
usually override common sense. but fortunately the choice of 
models is great. First the saloons, or berlinas. Bas!cally all Flavias 
are very delicate cars, quiet and ~ in the case of the !tWO and 
2000 ~ with sufficient torque for very relased touring. T he 
Fulvias are mOTe nervous. and beg for the gearbox 10 be used, but 
still they will give you a lot of relaxing driving as well, since the 
mechanical features are just as delicate as on the Flavias. \'\li th 
this knowledge, detailed features begin to playa role. The l~ lavia 
815 berlina was a peculiar car in styling, bur very refined to drive. 
Corrosion is the main problem because they are the oldest models 
oLlil. The Flavia 819 fo,·lilleono wasa morecomfortablecar and in 
fact regarded a~ the nicest of all fla t-four Lancias to drive_ but 
again the styling is not its strongest poim. If that is what you are 
looking for the later 2000 berlinas arc the cars to find. although 
their finis h was not so exceptionally good as on earlier Flavia cars. 
But they have the distinctive radiator grille. the latest engineering 
(more torque than the earlier Flavia 2000) and electronic 
injection if you wish. Moreover, they are the youngest of ::Ill the 
fladour-engined cars available. 
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The special-bodied Fla"i::ls ail have their own special 
attractions. The Sport Zagato is unique and non -conformist , but 
requires a lot of b()dywork an emion and maintenance. Body 
panels arc very difficult to acquire, although the Zagaro factory 
(now running its own repair shop for classic cars and even 
managing a ZagalO club) is very helpful. The Vignale is a much 
more desirable car than one might expect, offering open-air 
motoring lor four. And the 2+2 PininCarina coupe is a very nice 
and delicate GT car , its attractions becoming more and more 
apparent now. In the case of the coupe and convertible, Opt for the 
normal 1800 engine Jor the advan tage of easier maintenance and 
supply of parts, although the injection cars arc more delicate , and 
fuel-conscious. T he 2ag3tO Sport is particularly special in that it 
will offer you good motoring, also with the more nervous and 
faste r twin-carburcttor 1.8s. The 1.5 twin-carburetlor engi nes 
for an early coupes, convertibles and SPOrts are nO! eagerly 
~ought after because of the less flexible engine characteristics. 
After the arrival of the Flavia 2000 , the coupe range also received 



the 2-litre engine, together with a new body style on the same 
wheelbase. It imparts a heavier feeling as compared to the Flavia 
1.8, but also more comfort and bigger looks. 

The Fulvia range otTers much fewer peculiari ties. The fir st IC 
models arc simple and underpowered , the 2C is the normal car in 
the range, while the GT, and certainly the later GTE, are I,he 
Fulvia berlinas to look for. The second series cars oilcr all the 
technical advantages of Girling brakes, etc, plus a little more 
headroom in the back, but also the rather sticky fi ve-speed box . 
And for the two-door models one can say the same: the 1.3 Rallye 
S is the nicest, while the 1.3 S second series has some technical 
advantages. But here one can adjust one's desires: there arc 
Fulvia Sports in aluminium or steel with a tame 1.2litre engine or 
a wild 1600. There are those rare 1.2 or 1.3 HFs, laler to be 
followed by the incredibly fas t 1.6 HFs of the pre- 1970 period , 

and the more practical but nearly as fast 1600 Lusso models. Soif 
I say that the Flavia coupe 1800 or 2000 , the Flavia Milleotto 
berlina and the Fulvia GTE berlioa or the Fulvia 1.3 Sport of the 
first series arc among my personal favouri tes, this is not intended 
to be an adverse reflection on other cars in the range that you 
might like. One fin al hint : Lancias always tend to rust in wet 
northern European areas, bUI in their home country, italy, they 
survive surprisingly long. Although some of the earlier Fulvias 
and Flavias are getting rare now (in 1983), Ii aly still ofTers a lot of 
l..ancias from the 'Sixties and 'Seventies, 50 - with a bit of Italian 
knowledge and patience - it is worth searching ou t one in that 
country. The great satisfaction of having found a really sound 
example, which you could drive home after a happy stay with 
good fOod and fantastic wines, usualty pays ofT, even jfthe cost 
might seem a bit high. 
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